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BM Musical Theatre, Catholic University of America (May 2020)

Fordham London Dramatic Academy- Acting Conservatory (Spring 2019)


Sight Singing and Music Theory training, Basic Tumbling, Stage Combat (Rapier), Period Dancing, Accent 
training and skill sets to learn accents efficiently, Choral Experience (11 years), valid drivers license, valid 
US passport, AED/CPR certified, ring jousting experience, good with kids, interest in Lebanese cooking


As a director, I have the responsibility to shape pieces with a point of view. I believe theatre is innately 
human: it brings people together. I provoke audiences to ask questions and ponder the stories in front of 
them. Theatre creates conversation and dares people to think outside of the box. Theatre is childlike. It 
asks us as artistic people to set aside our day to day worries to be present in a room with those like us and 
play make believe, like children do. It asks us to step into the shoes of other people, cultures, and genders. 
It asks us to be uncomfortable and open. My theatre should never be complacent. It is never comfortable. I 
ask artists, audiences, and myself to step out of the comfort zones of our minds and sometimes bodies to 
discover new views of life, new cultures, and new ideas. I believe in never settling. The world is constantly 
changing and we as artists have the responsibility to keep up. I am influenced by cultures and, frankly, 
people watching. I learn from watching those around me, observing idiosyncrasies of movement and 
human to human interactions. There is so much information in the movement of hands, and as an artist I 
look at theatre with a detailed eye and I never settle.Theatre should never be subpar. It has the 
responsibility to be better than that. I have the responsibility to be better than that. When an artist settles, 
we call it bad theatre. But bad theatre influences me to be better. It is just as important as good theatre. I 
want my art to excite, anger, intrigue, poke, prod, and caress audiences. I want my theatre to play with 
audiences and opposing viewpoints. I want to play and discover with other creatives. I love to fail. Without 
failure there is no growth and what is the point in pursuing this art without growth? Failure and growth 
coexist hand in hand, and I choose to stand in the middle and hold both of their hands. 

410-610-5069
 gholl.izzy@gmail.com

izzygholl.com

Assistant Directing

The Fourth Estate (Regional Premier) 
John Fritz

Dir. Jay D. Brock The Catholic University of 
America


Measure For Measure (Upcoming) Dir. Eleanor Holdrige The Catholic University of 
America


A Poet's Love: it's complicated 
(Upcoming)

Dir. Jay D. Brock New Orchestra Washington, DC

Educational

Spring Awakening(excerpt) Steven Sater The Catholic University of 
America

Moments Howard Miller The Catholic University of 
America

Training

Special Skills

Summary
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